Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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QUESTIONS FROM SARAH – BASEBALL:
Question: Why do players wear different uniforms at away games?
Answer:

The simplistic answer is because those are the rules. Since uniforms are substantially
similar, darker uniforms are used for away games and lighter uniforms for home
games (usually gray v white) so that the teams can be differentiated. It also helps
umpires make decisions when the proximity of two opposing players to their call
might be important. During the 1970s Charlie Finley decided to stay within the letter
of the rule, but to branch out with bright colors. Most away jerseys have the name of
the team spelled out in block letters whereas the home team usually has an emblem or
an initial. One might say that if the fans didn’t know who their home team was
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playing they could look on the field and, if they could read, figure out who their team
was playing against.
Sarah also asks:
Question: How we got a player from Cuba?
Answer:

Cuba restricts exit of its citizens. Cuba is a great place for baseball. Fidel Castro
always thought of himself as a pitcher. Those athletes who believe they have great
potential merely escape and usually seek asylum in neighboring Spanish speaking
islands; from there they can get to the United States. Also, since they are not coming
from a country originally that is subject to Major League Baseball draft rules, the
player can avoid the baseball draft and maximize his earning potential.

REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Discretion
Trustee’s Opinion – Conclusive
Distribution of Assets

The facts of this case are simple. Appellants thought they should receive more, in terms of a
distribution, because of the manner in which trustee made a distribution. Appellee believed that
the powers in the Trust superseded any equity of any inequality.
The Lower Court determined that the trustee’s powers allowed him to make the distribution in
question and ruled accordingly. The Court of Appeals affirmed. The essential language of the
Court of Appeals’ Decision looks at the Trust itself, which gave the trustee, the power to make
distributions in cash or in kind and then “at values to be determined by trustee whose decision as
to value shall be conclusive”.
Naturally, this would not apply to cash because that might have been an abuse of discretion, but
we are talking about a trustee using a date of death valuation to make his determination.
This is a victory for trustees using powers vested in them by Settlors.
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